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stringed instruments· and a melodica each took as a starting point 
one of four notecS, all of vlhich were slightly 0 out of tune" 
according to the scale. Each instrument then proceeded 
very slowly to notes belonging to the harmonic series of the initial 
note. AH tones were e lectronically iilterec1. so as to boost the 
audibility of the beats occurring overtones. The result 
was 'Of;, a similar type to Stockhausen' s Stimming. The idea was 
pleasing in the Kay it created a musical context in which the 
"natural" sounds of a stringed instrument ·- the overtones produced 
by inexpert bo¥7ing '>vhich the player of traditional music attempts to 
eradicate - were given a p lace in the overall concept. 

The realisation of Stockhausen 1 s Verbincung v1hich followed also 
made good use of sound. The cho ice of instruments allo"red for ample 
contrast of timbre \<Tithin the ve ry striCtly controlled range of sonority. 
Particularly resourceful was the use of recorder, piano (keyboard and 
llinside") and a range of different-sized metal springs. The electronic 
sound equipment was used in an effective vray, restricting itself 
mainly to a loud clattering sound: rather frightening in effect. 

·-: Since they ins.:truc r:; the-, pV1yers as to extra-musical rather than 
.. _, musical qualities, these "text pieces" by Stockhausen,. of which this 

is o1;1_e ,, are much less ' deliberate in their relation to time than 
are the. ,more systematically early works, Although the 
idea of periodisati0n is foreign to the concept of the 11text piece" 
one could not help feeling that the introduction of some kind of 
time-formation, r:;ven a simple irl.ea of movement or stasis, would have 
added to the interest and shape of this performance. Despite the 
occasional appearance of clear rises and falls of tension, the 
interest centred mainly on the short-range reaction of individual 
instruments to the background of long-h8ld notes. The orientating 
effect of this hbackgroundl' \-72.:::, if anything, too apparent, each 
part having an individual, single-pitch polarity of quite extended 
permanence. 

The final piece of . the evening - a gr oup composition by 
Gentle Fire - vlas the mc)st problema:::ic for the listener. The members 
of the group sat arounc1 a tab some speaking simultaneously 
through the P.A syst<>.m, others ope rating the sound equipment. After 
a lengthy, "first v.rhicb con tained minimal variation on 

the pattern o f s ound was changed by adding taped distortions 
of a speaking voice, to be follmv2d. by further electronically 
manipulated developments of the sound material. One would have 
been glad of some indication as to relative importance of the 
various elements making up the tote.l experience - was the content 
of the read scripts of any significance, were the sounds symbolic 
or was the piece to be heard as pure sonority? None of the possible 
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